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The Official Colleggtors Guide Hatchimals
This complete guide to the Hatchimals Colleggtibles features every single little Hatchimal out there . . . even characters from Season 2! Fans of the collectible toys can find out more about each of the Hatchimals, learn about their magical world, and keep track of their collection with the comprehensive collector's list.
Join Ava and Oliver as they journey to Hatchtopia for a magical fireworks display . . . only to find that the whole of the Hatchimals' world is suddenly frosty and cold! The fireworks display can't happen unless it's sunny. But with Wishing Star Waterfall frozen over, there's no way to wish away the snow! Where has all this wintery weather come from? And can Ava and Oliver find a way to melt the waterfall and wish the snow away? This book also contains exclusive collector cards!
It's a great day to pick apples. Soon Pepper and Berry will make a sweet, surprise treat for their friends.
Hatchimals fans can explore Hatchtopia while getting to know their favorite characters with this activity book and comes with a sticker sheet complete with adorable characters and collector cards that offer even more Hatchimals fun once the activities are done. Full color. Consumable.
Hazel can't wait for the magical sleepover she and the other Little Charmers have planned in their clubhouse! But Hazel's dad has other plans for her. He says she has to clean up her room - all by herself - before she can go. That gives Hazel a mischievous idea. If she clones herself, then she'll still be the one doing the cleaning! What could possibly go wrong? Find out in the delightful 32-page storybook based on the hit TV show! * Special paper-over-board storybook with foil and glitter on the cover! *
Hatchimals: The Official Colleggtor's Guide
Little Charmers: Double Trouble
Official TOEFL iBT Tests Volume 1, Fourth Edition
A Hatchy Birthday Party (Sticker Stories)
Me and My Hatchimal
Friendship first! Molang and Piu Piu are the best of friends. Together they go on all sorts of adventures: cooking, fishing, biking, and more! Whatever this duo comes up against, they're sure to face it together with humor, creativity, and fun. Now you can imagine new adventures for Molang and Piu Piu in this storybook that comes with silly stickers and foldout scenes to decorate!
Come and join the fun with your friends in Hatchtopia! Help a Penguala find her bestie, get the Giggle Grove gang together, and choose a new friend for a baby Hatchling. This sticker activity book is packed with tons of fun things to do on your own or with your buddies. Also includes exclusive collector cards!
A guide to the twenty-six Shoppies characters and their best friends shares such information as their favorite place to shop, dream pets, and go-to accessories.
It's holiday time, and the Hatchimals want to play! Come and join the fun in this sticker activity book with over 400 stickers. Help a Penguala fly home to Polar Paradise, learn to draw a Draggle and use your stickers to decide which new Hatchimals have hatched today. This book also contains exclusive collector cards!
Num Noms Collector's Tin comes with a collector's guide, an activity book, a secret recipes book, 4 felt-tip pens, a double-sided poster and a sheet of scented stickers! This is the ultimate gift for the ultimate Num Noms fan!
Num Noms Collector's Tin
The Search for the Oopsy-Daisy
The New Braiding Handbook
Hatchimals: the Wishing Star Waterfall
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The Official Colleggtor's GuidePuffin
Welcome to Charmville, home to three enchanting Charmers-in-Training! Hazel, Posie and Lavender are learning about magic together. So brush off your broomsticks and get to know the Little Charmers, their friends, and their adorable pets. Discover the Charmers' awesome powers and explore their world of wonder!
When siblings Ava and Oliver journey with their Hatchimals to the magical world of Hatchtopia, they have a list of items that needs to be located for a school project that includes the rare Oopsy-Daisy, which never grows in the same place twice.
The magical adventures continue in the second Hatchimals fiction title! Join Ava and Oliver as they return to Hatchtopia for another action-packed adventure. Also comes with exclusive collector cards!
Sparkle up, Charmers! Little Charmers is Nick Jr.'s latest preschool TV show. Friendship, humor, and magic abound in this enchanting new series aimed at girls 3-5.
The Double Trouble Spell
The Secret Life of Breasts
60 Modern Twists on the Classic Hairstyles
Hatchimals: Hatchy Holidays! Sticker Activity Book
Welcome to Camp Coral! (The SpongeBob Movie: Sponge on the Run)
Paddington is back in a smash-hit new movie! Celebrate the return of the bear from darkest Peru with this fantastic sticker activity book. Meet your favourite characters and make some new friends along the way as the marmalade-loving bear returns for another sticky adventure. Based on the plot of the brand new hit family film and featuring glossy images from the movie, this amazing
activity book is packed with games, puzzles, crafts and much more! Includes: Special Paddington postcards A make-your-own-mask Reversible Paddington door hanger And over 150 super stickers! The perfect gift for small paws!
The ultimate guide to gorgeously braided hair—from elegant wedding styles to fun weekend ’dos—from the founder of Twist Me Pretty. Hair braiding is getting hotter by the day, and the evolution of styles has grown as rapidly. The New Braiding Handbook offers you an impressive array of easy-to-re-create, beautiful, and versatile looks that are as appropriate for elegant formal events as
they are practical for casual, everyday wear. With step-by-step photos and detailed instructions for creating trendy knots, chic twists, and playful plaits, The New Braiding Handbook teaches imaginative and intricate hairstyling like you’ve never seen before. Fifty looks to choose from guarantee a braid for every occasion (or no occasion at all). Along with amazing styles and easy-tofollow tutorials, there are also tons of tips for eliminating split ends, bulking up limp locks, growing out a short ’do, and getting a full, healthy, shiny head of hair straight from the pages of a magazine. Quickly master gorgeous new looks, including: Fabulous Fishtails Elegant Updos Beautiful Buns Classy Crowns Knockout Knots Head-Turning ’Tails “She is a true artist . . . This book
has definitely helped me discover new styles I didn’t even know existed . . . the instructions are clear and the pics, beautiful and inspiring!” —Wine and Blue “The New Braiding Handbook is the perfect gift to encourage your nine-year-old girl to experiment with a world of sixty modern and stylish hairstyles. The book is loaded with hairstyles for every occasion.” —Toy Buzz
Jojo Siwa is simply unstoppable! Whether dancing, singing, acting, or making hilarious YouTube videos, JoJo has proven—at only 15—that she can do it all. JoJo Siwa: The Sweetest Dream has everything you need to know about this young star's rise to incredible success, from making a splash on shows like Abby's Ultimate Dance Competition and Dance Moms to releasing hit songs like
"Boomerang" and "High Top Shoes" and performing all around the world. With dozens of full-color photographs, memorable quotes, and little-known facts, this is a must-have for all Siwanatorz!
Join a brave little mouse on a big Christmas adventure! This is the chapter book edition of Alex T. Smith's modern Christmas classic How Winston Delivered Christmas, with gorgeous black and white illustrations from the author throughout – the perfect festive gift for newly confident readers. Winston is on a Very Important Mission. On Christmas Eve, he finds a letter to Father Christmas
that did not make it to the post box – so, with no time to lose, he sets out to deliver it himself in time for Christmas Day! He has a lot of Very Exciting Adventures on his Very Important Mission and makes some wonderful friends along the way. Will he find Father Christmas in time? How Winston Delivered Christmas is a heartwarming illustrated story by Alex T. Smith, bestselling author
of the Claude series.
The ULTIMATE collector's guide for all the Pikmi Pops characters! Pikmi Pops are the cutest collectible plush characters from Moose Toys, the creators of Shopkins!This guidebook is packed with fun facts about over 100 Pikmi Pops characters -- and these Pops are just full of surprises! Whose favorite treat is cotton candy cornflakes? Who is an expert deep-sea diver? Which Pikmi Pop is the
MOST adorable? That last one is for you to decide -- read about all of them here!
Hatchimals: The Wishing Star Waterfall
The Magic Charm Chase (Little Charmers: 8x8 Storybook)
The Giggling Tree
Molang and Piu Piu
Fresh Milk
Crack into this magical chapter-book series based on Hatchimals, the best-selling toy! When Ava and her younger brother, Oliver, find a pair of giant, brightly speckled eggs in their garden, they immediately try to solve the mystery of what's inside. Soon after, two adorable creatures called Hatchimals hatch from the eggs! One is a Draggle, and the other is a Penguala. But there's trouble in Hatchtopia, the
Hatchimals' world, and it's up to Ava, Oliver, and their Hatchimals to journey to this magical land and save the day! This book also contains exclusive collector cards featuring four fun CollEGGtibles!
The bestselling collection of Official TOEFL iBT® Tests straight from ETS, the maker of the test! Are you preparing to take the TOEFL test? Why not study with the only guide on the market that contains real TOEFL questions pulled from recent exams? Official TOEFL iBT Tests, Volume I gives you all the tools practice you need to achieve your best score. This book from ETS contains five retired TOEFL® test forms with
authentic reading, listening, speaking, and writing questions, plus an answer key for each form. This third edition reflects the all the latest changes and updates to the test. You also get online access to all five interactive tests as well as a downloadable audio file with all the passages and sample responses in the listening and speaking sections. You will learn how to construct a proper answer and how to
integrate your speaking, listening, and writing skills to demonstrate English proficiency. The book features: •5 full-length sample TOEFL tests •Real TOEFL essay-writing prompts •Sample responses for the speaking and writing test sections •Downloadable audio for all the listening and speaking sections •Answer keys, self-scoring guides, and more
Celebrate a very hatchy birthday with this sticker story based on the coolest collectible toys, Hatchimals! In this interactive story, Hatchimals fans can join in the birthday fun by decorating each page with the adorable stickers provided at the back of the book. Young readers will enjoy following the festivities as Hatchimals of all kinds help prepare for the party and sing "Hatchy Birthday to You!"
More fun with all your favorite adorable ShopkinsT friends! There are cute fruits, tasty treats, adorable beauty products, and more. With hundreds of characters to collect, there's never a reason not to shop! The third edition of this essential collector's guide includes all the fun facts and tidbits about the latest ShopkinsT characters, including Seasons 5, 6, and beyond!
Discover the magical world of Hatchimals in this egg-citing story based on the bestselling toy! With their glittery wings and sense of adventure, it's always a fun day with Hatchimals. Join siblings Ava and Oliver as they journey to Hatchtopia with their own Hatchimals, Pippi the Penguala and Duke the Draggle. Now every child can explore this enchanted place full of wonder and surprises!
HATCHIMALS: EGGcellent Joke Book
Shopkins: Ultimate Collector's Guide:
Ultimate Character Guide (Pikmi Pops)
The Official Colleggtor's Guide
The Unworry Book
This paperback junior novelization retells the whole exciting story of the new Disney animated film Raya and the Last Dragon--coming to theaters in Spring 2021! Includes a full-color insert! Walt Disney Animation Studios' fantasy-action-adventure, Raya and the Last Dragon, introduces Raya, a lone warrior from the fantasy kingdom of Kumandra who teams up with a crew of misfits in her quest to find the last dragon and bring light and unity back to
their world. Awkwafina lends her voice to Sisu, the last dragon, who was left in case dark forces return to the world. Exploring themes of community and hope, and inspired by the beautiful and diverse cultures of Southeast Asia, the fantasy-action-adventure Raya and the Last Dragon opens in U.S. theaters on March 12th, 2021. The Junior Novelization retells the whole exciting story and features eight pages of full-color scenes from the movie. It's
perfect for readers ages 8 to 12!
While countless breastfeeding guides crowd bookshelves, not one of them speaks to women with anything approaching bestselling author Fiona Giles's level of intimacy and vitality. In Fresh Milk, through a provocative collection of stories, memories, and personal accounts, Giles uncovers the myths and truths of the lactating breast. From the young mother grappling with the bewildering trappings of maternity wear to the woman who finds herself
surprisingly aroused by new sensations, and the modern dad who learns the ins and outs of breastfeeding, the portraits in Giles's eye-opening book offer a funny, wise, and comforting resource for women -- and even their friends and partners who have had, or expect, intimate experiences with the pleasures and pain of lactation. By turns poignant and informative, sexy and witty, empathic and empowering, Fresh Milk delivers everything we wanted to know
about breastfeeding that our mothers never told us.
This eggcellent collection of hilarious Hatchimals jokes is sure to have you and your friends cracking up! Inside this egg-shaped book you'll find hundreds of eggceptional jokes about your favourite Hatchimals and their Hatchtopia hang-outs. So crack open the book and get ready to start giggling!
The must-have book for raising your Hatchimal! Record all your Hatchling's magical moments, learn more about its moods, and discover all the secrets about how best to look after your new little friend. This journal combines fill-in content with tons of top tips on raising a Hatchimal, and it will take you through every step of their journey from egg to kid stage. The perfect book for Hatchimals fans!
Crack open the ultimate Hatchimals Colleggtibles guide! Featuring bios and information about each individual Colleggtible, this is the go-to source for these small, collectible Hatchimals. Colleggtibles are mini plastic creatures in tiny eggs that kids can hatch, revealing a hidden character inside. By rubbing the purple heart on the shell until it turns pink, kids get the egg ready to hatch and can then crack it open. Whether it's a perky Penguala
or a daring Draggle, the fun begins before a Hatchimal even breaks through its egg! Who will you hatch? This guide includes an adorable poster perfect for every colleggtor!
Poppy and Sam's Animal Hide-And-Seek (REVISED)
Crystal Canyon
The Sweetest Dream
Hatch Bright!
Hatchimals

Sparkle up and read! New stories from the preschool TV sensation! Sparkle up, charmers! Little Charmers is Nick Jr.'s latest preschool TV show. Friendship, humor, and magic abound in this enchanting series aimed at girls 3-5. Get into the Easter spirit with Hazel, Lavender, and Posie! The three best friends are on an enchanting Easter egg hunt. Help them find the magic eggs Sparkle Bunny has hidden throughout
Charmville!
This complete guide to the Hatchimals Colleggtibles features every single little Hatchimal out there. Fans of the collectible toys can find out more about each of the characters, learn about their magical world, and keep track of their collection with the comprehensive collector's list. Also includes exclusive collector cards!
Make some egg-shell-ent new friends with this fun, colourful guide to all the newest additions to Hatchtopia. Tigrette and Draggle are your companions in this journey to meet all of the latest arrivals from seasons three and four. And if you haven't yet come across the original Hatchimals, then don't worry, because they're all in here too! Whether you want to find out about your favourite Hatchimal's rarity, nest
type, flight ability or just their cute personality, this is the book for you!
It's a sparkling, snowy winter day! Molang and Piu Piu can't wait to have fun in the snow! First they'll go skiing, and then ice fishing, and maybe they'll even find some cuddly animals along the way. With Molang and Piu Piu, it's always an adventure. Don't miss this beautiful storybook!
This illustrated, write-in book is an unworry toolkit, for distracting you from any anxieties, calming you down, and providing a place to sort through your worries and thoughts. It includes a variety of activities, from things to write, colour and design, to calm-down tactics and relaxation exercises. Designed to appeal to a wide range of ages, with a range of activities and ideas to suit all sorts of people.
Researched and developed with a psychologist to give it weight and relevance, and make it as useful as possible. Includes internet links to websites that offer support to young people and parents or carers of worried children, and details of charities that can help.
Magical Adventures
Paddington 2: Sticker Activity Book: Movie Tie-In
Sticker Activity Book
Ultimate Handbook (Shopkins: Shoppies)
Make some egg-shell-ent new friends with this fun, colourful guide to all the newest additions to Hatchtopia. Tigrette and Draggle are your companions in this journey to meet all of the latest arrivals from seasons three and four. And if you haven't yet come across the original Hatchimals, then don't worry, because they're all in here too! Whether you want to find out about your favourite Hatchimal's rarity, nest type, flight ability or just their cute personality, this is the book for you! Also includes exclusive collector cards.
The magical adventures continue in the third Hatchimals fiction title. Featuring the most popular toys - as real life creatures! - this novel gives children a view into the Hatchimals' world that they can't get anywhere else. Join Ava and Oliver as they return to Hatchtopia in the third book in the Hatchimals fiction series. And they have a new magical friend - an Owlicorn! When they take their new Hatchimal friend on her first adventure to Hatchtopia, then soon find themselves with a mystery to solve. There are special crystals missing from Crystal Canyon! Can Ava and Oliver help the Hatchimals track them down . . . and
keep their mischievous little Owlicorn out of trouble at the same time? This book also comes with exclusive collector cards!
THE SPONGEBOB MOVIE: SPONGE ON THE RUN comes to theatres May 22, 2020. Part origin story, part rescue mission, and part buddy road trip, the all new feature-length movie follows SpongeBob, Patrick, and the entire Bikini Bottom crew as they embark on a journey that spans from childhood to an adventure to save their friend, Gary the Snail. Boys and girls ages 3-7 will enjoy this all-new storybook based on the film. This Nickelodeon read-along contains audio narration.
A wonderful first gift for babies and toddlers, with flaps and touchy-feely patches, this book introduces the popular characters from Apple Tree Farm to very young children.
Welcome to the Hatchimals' world! The Pengualas, Draggles and all their friends are excited for you to join their adventures. Explore their beautiful world, get to know the all-new Colleggtibles and decorate the pages with stickers. This super-fun activity book is packed with puzzles, games and stickers. It even have exclusive collector cards to cut out and keep! The perfect book for Hatchimals™ fans!
Let's Pick Apples
Winter Adventure (Molang)
Raya and the Last Dragon Digest Junior Novel (Disney Raya and the Last Dragon)
Adventure to Wishing Star Waterfall
A Festive Chapter Book with Black and White Illustrations
Love the feeling of hatching a Hatchimal? Now's the time to crack open this hatch-tastic egg-shaped sticker activity book that comes with a Hatchimal that you can press-out and put together! See how every Hatchimal shines in this egg-citing interactive book. Solve a stellar word search, wind your way through a mysterious maze, and even build your own band! Complete with sticker sheets, this egg-shaped book also
includes a Hatchimal that readers can press-out and put together!
JoJo Siwa
Hatchimals: Magical Adventures Sticker Activity Book
Sparkle Bunny Day! (Little Charmers: 8x8)
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